Mein Panzer AAR – “Chance Encounter”

Scenario Background: This past Saturday I ran a game for two friends who play-tested a Mein Panzer
scenario I’m developing entitled “Chance Encounter.” The scenario is set in southern France on 21
August 1944 some 20 miles east of Montelimar. Each side has six platoon-sized units that enter from
opposite sides of the board. The objective for both sides is to seize control of the road intersection at the
center of the village.

Historical Situation: Less than a week after the US 7th Army’s successful Operation Dragoon landings
on 15 August 1944 in the south of France, the German 19th Army found itself rapidly withdrawing
northward up the Rhone River valley to escape encirclement and capture by Free French forces to the
south and the US VI Corps racing northward east of the Rhone. MG Truscott, VI Corps commander,
formed Task Force Butler, a balanced mobile brigade-sized force comprising VI Corps and US 36th
Infantry Division assets, and sent it racing north to cut off 19th Army’s withdrawal. Responding to the
threat, Gen. Weise, 19th Army commander, disengaged his only panzer division, the 11th, in the south and
ordered it to the Montelimar area east of the Rhone to protect the river crossings needed by the rest of
the Army to escape the trap. The 11th Panzer Reconnaissance Battalion reached Montelimar first,
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crossed the river, and spread out eastward to locate and delay TF Butler long enough to allow the rest of
the “Ghost” Division to arrive and secure the crossings. Hampered by sporadic communications with VI
Corps HQs and an increasingly lengthening supply line, TF Butler halted overnight on the 20th at Sisteron,
50 miles east of Montelimar, but pushed reconnaissance patrols westward to determine the practicality of
seizing the high-ground north of Montelimar. The following morning, reconnaissance forces from both
sides began encountering one another east of the city. Though not based on an actual engagement, this

hypothetical, historically plausible action is representative of the types of engagements that occurred during this
phase of the “Champagne Campaign.”

Turn 1: US Initiative – The US player selected the board edge with high-ground in one corner as the east
edge and elected to move first. The M-18’s and other vehicles of the Tank Destroyer (TD) Platoon sped
westward along the road straight for the village. The German Armored Car (AC) Platoon entered along
the road at the southwest corner and rolled up onto a low ridge line to cover the open expanse of fields in
the southern half of the board. The US Mechanized Recon (MR) Platoon M-8’s moved onto the highground at the southwest corner and immediately fired on the German armored cars, but missing with all
shots. The German Panzer Jaeger (PJ) Platoon followed the armored cars, but stuck to the road using
the ridgeline and a woods to screen their advance on the village. The Americans used the rest of the turn
to bring on their Light Tank (LT) Platoon, Recon Task Force (RTF) HQs, and two Motorized Infantry
Platoons along the road behind the TD Plt. The Germans followed up the PJ Plt. with the Panzer Recon
(PR) Platoon and Recon Kampfgruppe (RKG) HQs in column and brought on the two motorized
Panzergrenadier (PG) Platoons at the northwestern road, sending them eastward cross-country.
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Turn 2: German Initiative – The German side passed the first move to the US to learn and better react to
the US plan. The MR Plt. M-8’s fired at the German AC Plt., destroying the platoon’s Puma and a SdKfz234/1 (20mm gun), and the MR platoon’s jeeps advanced cross-country toward the village along the base
of the hill using an orchard and woods as cover. The German AC Plt. passed morale and fired on the M8’s, scoring several 20mm hits which had no effect. The US TD Plt. rolled into the village and three M18’s took up position at the intersection to cover the western road into town, a fourth Hellcat took up a
firing position covering westward at the north end of the village, and the platoon’s command group and
bazooka team occupied the house at the northeast corner of the intersection. The German Marders
advanced cautiously, halting before the final bend in the road leading directly into the village, and the PR
Plt. and RKG closed up behind them. The US LT Plt. moved off-road westward through the wheat fields
northeast of the village, the RTF HQs halted and dismounted their vehicles along the wall of the orchard
at the southeast corner of the village intersection, and the two infantry platoons moved to a position
behind the row of houses along the east side of the north-south road and dismounted. The trucks of the
lead PG Plt. reached the northwest corner of the orchard at the west side of the village with the second
PG Plt. trailing immediately behind.
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Turn 3: German Initiative – The two surviving SdKfz-234/1’s of the AC Plt. fired at the US M-8’s on the
high ground, knocking out one, and the platoon’s SdKfz-234/3 (75mm L24 gun) fired smoke in front of the
Greyhounds. The US TD Plt., on over-watch, engaged the PJ Plt. as it advanced from around the bend
toward the village destroying one Marder III. The three surviving Marders fired at the M-18’s at the
intersection and knocked out all three! The Stuarts of the LT Plt. moved into hull-down positions along
the crest of a low ridgeline immediately north of the village and fired on the lead PG Plt. truck, destroying
the truck and half the infantry aboard. The lead PG Plt. passed morale, dismounted, and used the cover
of a woods and a hedgerow to advance toward the west-side orchard. The trailing PG Plt. dismounted
and also began moving toward the orchard. The two US infantry platoons in the village occupied three
more houses on the north side of town, including the building at the northwest corner of the village
intersection. The RKG Hqs vehicles moved into the field between the west-side orchard and a farm so
the HQs’ SdKfz-251/17 (20mm gun) and SdKfz-251/10 (37mm gun) could cover the left flank and support
the PG advance into the orchard. The US RTF HQs infantry occupied the southern-most house of the
village and re-positioned its two M-8 Scott GMC’s to the rear of the knocked out Hellcats to cover the
intersection. The German PR Plt. was held in reserve and the turn ended with the surviving US MR Plt.
M-8’s moving downhill to join the platoon’s jeeps near the east-side orchard.
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Turn 4: German Initiative – The Marders passed morale and pounded the stone house at the northwest
corner of the village intersection, causing significant damage to the building and suppressing the US
infantry inside. Under the cover of the surviving Hellcat, the LT Plt. advanced westward down the ridge,
across the north-south road, and into the open ground north of the village. The US MR Plt. crews
dismounted their jeeps and moved into the east-side orchard while the M-8 Greyhounds completed their
move downhill and advanced toward the village over open ground south of the orchard. The German AC
Plt. sped eastward cross-country south of the village to engage the Greyhounds in the open scoring a
lucky hit on one and destroying it. The RTF HQs bazooka team took up position in the open street on the
south side of the village to await the arrival of the German armored cars. The lead PG Plt. used the cover
of the orchard to move toward the US-occupied buildings on the north side of the village while the US
platoons adjusted their positions to receive the expected infantry assault. The trailing PG Plt. moved into
the orchard, but not before the Hellcat on over-watch killed the attached panzerschreck team with .50 cal.
Machine gun fire. The German PR Plt. remained in reserve pending developments.
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Turn 5: US Initiative – The US LT Plt. continued its cross-country advance north of the village and
reached the cover of the light woods northwest of the west-side orchard. The German AC Plt. reached
the north-south road south of the village and faced northward to take on the surviving Greyhound,
missing, and the US infantry in the southern-most building to no effect. The exposed US bazooka team
on the road outside the house responded by destroying one of the SdKfz-234/1’s and the RTF
commander called for 60mm mortar fire on the Marders by the two MR Plt. mortar teams. The lead PG
Plt. moved through the orchard to the wall at the eastern edge 50 yards from the buildings and was
greeted by heavy LMG, BAR, and Garand fire, suppressing the unit behind the wall. The US infantry in
the battered house at the northwest corner of the intersection recovered from suppression and remained
unaffected by a second, less-effective barrage by the Marders down the road. The US MR Plt. passed
morale, the surviving Greyhound on the move missed hitting a German armored car, the dismounted
recon troops reached their defensive positions in the east-side orchard, and the two mortar teams fired an
ineffective, widely dispersed attack on the Marders. The trailing PG platoon moved up in line on the lead
platoon’s left flank in the orchard while the US infantry in the buildings that didn’t fire on the lead PG Plt.
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maintained their over-watch. The RKG HQs halftracks continued their over-watch of the northern flank
and the PR Plt. SdKfz-250 halftracks raced into the village to dismount the platoon’s panzergrenadiers in
preparation for occupying the houses in the southwestern quarter of the village.

Turn 6: US Initiative – The US infantry in the battered house at the corner fired on the only exposed PR
Platoon panzergrenadier stand within their line of fire in the street, destroying it; while other US infantry
squads from the platoon engaged the suppressed PG platoon along the orchard wall, continuing their
suppression. The German PR panzergrenadiers raced into the three unoccupied houses on the south
side of the road gaining control of them under the covering fire of the platoon’s SdKfz-250/8’s 75mm gun
and the machineguns of the other halftracks, which succeeded in re-suppressing the US troops in the
battered corner house. The intrepid bazooka team at the south end of town destroyed another SdKfz234/1 armored car, possibly earning a Silver Star in the process, as the RTF commander called for a
second mortar barrage. The lone surviving German armored car failed morale and began its withdrawal
from the battle. The US LT Plt. rolled out from the cover of the woods northwest of the village into the
over-watch fire of the RKG halftracks, which resulted in the destruction of the lead Stuart, the
immobilization and suppression of the platoon command tank, and disarray of the tank advance. The MR
Plt. mortar barrage missed the Marders, but deviated onto the non-suppressed PG platoon in the orchard,
suppressing two squads!

Conclusion: At this point we ran out of time and assessed the game to be a draw. Both sides controlled
village buildings from which their troops could interdict the crossroads. Neither side was strong enough,
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barring extremely lucky dice rolls, to be able to quickly root out the other’s infantry from the stone
buildings. We concluded the side first to receive reinforcements would most likely secure the village and
crossroads.

